


PACIFIC HURON, DECEMBER 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PACIFIC HURON (MSD)Logistics were exceptionally complicated given the time of year and the weather.Opened fund as precautionary measure and to cover expenses for ICP standup.The authorities between SLSDC and CG require consideration when developing response tactics.Utilizing SERT was very beneficialCoordination of Public Affairs efforts was very beneficialUnderstanding and utilizing the waiver process for the Jones Act.  Know who your CBP rep is locally.  It saved a lot of paperwork and time to ensure our citizens were able to return to shore.



CHEM NORMA, MAY 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initiated EGL Vessel Grounding Framework quickly upon notification.Despite being in Canada’s AOR, the information sharing (imbedding CG rep from Massena critical) mitigated questions from partners.Kept DEC and tribal stakeholders apprised of situation.Utilized NOAA SSC for modelingEngaged CCG to ensure environmental concerns were properly addressed by Transport Canada salvage operations approval.  Just an extra set of eyes to ensure all stakeholders satisfied with risk.



High Water / Mystery Drums

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although ingenious in terms of marking property and preventing collision with a submerged object, these barrels were problematic.  Often they would break free, float away, and get reported as mystery drums.  This sucked down  a lot of man hours chasing these things if we were lucky.  If we were unlucky, we had no choice but to hire OSROs to clean them up at thousands of dollars per pop.



The U.S. Coast Guard needs your assistance!

With the increased water levels throughout the region many homeowners are utilizing barrels such as these to 
mark their docks and assist in weighting them down, an understandable thing to do and actually does assist 

our crews by increasing the safety of the area by helping to mark potentially otherwise unseen docks by 
boaters. 

What homeowners probably do not realize is that if these barrels are to be swept off the docks and float away, 
they then become a problem that the USCG has to dedicate time, money and resources to recover. 

Once adrift and if unmarked by policy the Coast Guard has to classify these as “Mystery Drums”, because the 
contents are unknown and could possibly contain dangerous chemicals, we are required to hire a private 

HAZMAT certified contractor to come in and recover the drum from the waterway at a price of around $5000 
per mystery drum case. During this time a Coast Guard crew needs to stay on scene with the mystery drum 

taking away an asset from local response. 

We are asking that homeowners assist us in marking the barrels that they have placed on their docks by 
painting or marking a large red “X” on the drum so that Coast Guard crews can quickly identify it as a non-

hazardous dock drum and it can be resolved without the need of a private contractor. 

This will also allow Coast Guard response crews to be available for pressing Search and Rescue cases in the 
region bettering our service to the boating public. 

Any questions can be answered via phone at the Sector Buffalo Command Center       (716) 843-9527

Thank you for your assistance to our crews!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we put out this press release of sorts.  It worked.  Soon we were getting reports of drums with red X’s floating around out there.  Anticipating another high water season, we have issued a similar press release recently.  Also, our IMD staff have been incorporating public awareness into HARPATs.



August 2017, Clayton NY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The exercise was a two day event.  On 23 August, a boom deployment drill was conducted using the inflatable boom in Clayton NY.  The following day a two part exercise was conducted on the Akwesasne Mohawk reservation.  The first part of the exercise included standing up a Unified Command.  Simultaneously there was a personnel decontamination drill.  The Unified Command was tasked to test two scenarios; the first a grounded commercial vessel with no oil discharge on the border, the second a commercial grounded vessel that was ‘hulled’ with an oil discharge, impacting both sides of the international border The decontamination drill simulated injured personnel who were contaminated with oil, and validated the procedures being used by tribal members with recently purchased decontamination equipment through a FEMA grant. This is now an annual exercise and will be taking place again June 26-27.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also conducted oil spill response training and boom deployment exercise with the Seneca Nation.  Additionally, we relocated one of our OPA90 response trailers to their emergency management office, demonstrating our commitment to partnership.
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